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This is precisely
what you were
missing all along!

The eXpressive 860 meets all of your requirements.
Whether it’s sewing or embroidery you want you
can create all your designs in a blink of an eye and
with impressive ease.
A wide range of categorised embroidery patterns
and the possibility to download your own files
allows you to endlessly customise your sewing
projects without ever compromising on quality.
As for sewing, the eXpressive 860 will help you
handle any type of fabric and offers you a choice
of 200 stitches so you can create all your sewing
ideas flawlessly, from decorative stitches to finishing
touches!
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Fast, accurate and easy.

When leading edge technology merges with Swiss design the result is the eXpressive 860. An ultra-compact
and simple sewing machine full of tips to make life easier for users. Thanks to its new four times faster
processor, direct access to basic functions and two storage spaces for accessories, the eXpressive 860
has thought of everything. Switch from the sewing to the embroidery mode without fuss thanks to a new
embroidery unit that you don’t need to disconnect if you wish to switch to sewing. Take advantage of the
embroidery unit while sewing by securing the cloth guide on it for a perfect alignment!
Feel free to express your ideas, the eXpressive 860 will support you!
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emBroidery and sewing
A PROTECTIVE COVER
AND STITCH CHART
to watch all stitches at all time.

AUTOMATIC THREAD CUTTER
with a programmable
embroidery mode.
THREAD SENSOR
the machine stops when a
thread breaks and controls
the bobbin level.

EASY TO USE
going to and from the embroidery and sewing functions has never been easier.
There is no need to handle the embroidery unit. it may be saved when you switch
to the sewing option. This ultra-compact model has been designed to provide
perfect stability while sewing and embroidering, providing maximum comfort and
making it easier to use a combination of both features.
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STORAGE BOX FOR
ACCESSORIES
in addition to the exclusive elna
accessory storage, you will find a
drawer that contains the extra needle
plate and standard accessories.
BOBBIN EASY THREADER
Threading that ends with a
thread cutter for a perfect
start to any sewing project.
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SEWING SPEED
adjustable up to 1,000 stitches per minute.

EXCLUSIVE ELNA
an essential storage
box for feet.

HIGH DEFINITION
LCD TOUCH SCREEN
high precision colours and
execution speed.

LARGE WORK SPACE
210 mm (8.2") of space
for large scale projects.

USB PORT
To download or upload your own
data.

ONE-STEP NEEDLE PLATE
CONVERTER
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KNEE LIFTER
raise and lower the presser foot
and keep your hands free.
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sewing
9 millimeters sewing width!
endless decorative possibilities, wider utility
stitches and first class quality.

EVERYTHING IS WITHIN REACH
you can customise a wide range of
stitches thanks to the Fs (Favorite
stitch), combine and save functions.
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UTILITY STITCHES
The utility stitches are so
accurate that they may also be
used as decorative stitches.

ATTENTION TO DETAIL
The new bobbin easy threader
and its thread cutter provide
for a perfect thread length for a
clean and accurate start to your
sewing project.
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emBroidery

THREAD CUTTING FOOT
CONTROLLER UNIT
optional attachment, the thread
cutting foot controller unit will
allow you to automatically operate
the thread cutter hands free.
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The embroidery unit is extremely stable, sturdy
and easily placed behind the eXpressive 860.
it’s just as discrete in size as it is in noise.
you can also purchase the free arm hoop as
an option to embroider garment parts that are
difficult to reach.
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emBroidery

COMBINE AND EDIT
The screen will allow you
to place multiple different
embroidery designs that you
can arrange and modify as you
please.
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QUALITY OF EMBROIDERY
The unimpaired adjustment of
tension control allows you to
obtain perfect results on all types
of fabrics, even the finer ones.

3-DIMENSIONAL
EMBROIDERY
an innovation by eXpressive
860 that equally stands out on
accessories and garments.
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accessories
STANDARD ACCESSORIES
Zigzag foot, rolled hem foot, zipper foot, satin stitch foot, blind
hemming foot, overedge foot, overlock foot, 1/4" seam foot, darning
foot, automatic buttonhole foot, button sewing foot, embroidery
foot, circular pivot pin, bobbin holder for embroidery, 2 standard
embroidery hoops.
straight stitch needle plate, 5 bobbins, needle set, screwdrive, lint
brush, quilting guide bar, spool holders, seam ripper, knee lifter, extra
spool pin, scissors, button shank plate, touch panel stylus, bobbin
holder cleaner, cloth guide.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
Free arm hoop
extension table
Thread cutting foot controller unit
spool stand
clothsetter
optic magnifier (20x, 40x and 60x)
sewing table
embroidery software digitizer eX Junior and digitizer eX
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FasT, accuraTe and easy.
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eXpressive 860
GENERAL FEATURES

TECHNICAL FEATURES - EMBROIDERY

high speed and full-color lcd touchscreen

171 built-in embroidery designs

rotary hook with transparent bobbin cover plate

3 alphabets

Built-in needle threader

3 monogram fonts with 2 or 3 letters and different border patterns

automatic thread cutter
Thread sensor

editing features: combine designs and alphabets, resize, flip, rotate, color
choice, copy-paste and group.

easy bobbin threader with built-in thread cutter

removable embroidery unit with carrying bag

Five white led lamps in three different locations

standard hoops: 170 x 200 mm (6.7" x 7.9") and 140 x 140 mm (5.5" x 5.5")

extra-large foot controller with optional thread cutting foot controller unit

automatic and programmable thread cutter

13 on-screen languages

Built-in memory banks up to 3mB

semi-hard cover

optional free arm hoop

carrying handle

usB stick connector
maximum embroidery speed: 800 stitch/minute

TECHNICAL FEATURES - SEWING
200 built-in stitches including 6 buttonholes and 3 alphabets
maximum stitch width: 9 mm
maximum stitch length: 5 mm
large work space: l 210 mm x h 120 mm (l 8.2" x h 4.7")
one-step needle plate converter
reverse key / needle up-down key / auto-lock key / start-stop key
Vertical and horizontal mirror image
cloth guide attachable on the embroidery unit
Top cover with built-in stitch chart
maximum sewing speed: 1’000 stitch/minute
Knee lifter
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WARRANTY AND SERVICE: elna’s superior reputation was established
in 1940 with the production of its first sewing machine. ever since, elna has
continued to be a leading brand of home sewing and related equipment
especially designed with the innovative sewer in mind. Thousands of professionals
worldwide provide expert service. millions of people have chosen elna for its
quality, performance and reliability.
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